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April 2018
Face Reading
Workshop
Join me this Friday,
April 20th, from 7-9pm
at the Studio Around
the Corner in
Brewster, NY to learn
how face reading can
help you understand
yourself and those
around you! Receive a
mini face reading at
the event! Register by
emailing me at

elaine@everydayfacereading.com

In the News...
Social Media has been under attack
recently due to suspected
inappropriate data breaching and
user tracking. However, it wouldn't
take a news story to break in order
for a face reader to know that there
may be an inherent transparency
problem regarding Facebook’s
policies and agendas. If we examine
the face of Mark Zuckerberg,
Facebook's founder, we can see
that he has something that is
colloquially referred to as "secrets
lines" on the outer corners of his mouth. These indentations that seem to arch
slightly upward indicate that someone is withholding information either from an
outside source or regarding their own experiences. In other words, they are
keeping secrets. What those secrets are, however, are only for the wearer to
know, as we cannot speculate on such matters. Nevertheless, seeing that the
line is deeper on the right side of his face--the side that correlates to his work life-it would stand to reason that there may very well be something from Mark’s
career that he is choosing to withhold.

The Effects of
Plastic Surgery
Thousands of people
go under the knife
every year in order to
shape their faces
according to what they
consider to be more
desirable features. But,
what are the effects of
such procedures?
Does having a smoother or smaller feature take away from who you are? Well,
the answer is yes. You were born with a specific composite of features and they
have informed your life experiences so far. If you alter those features, then you

also change how you interact in the world. If we were to take the example of the
woman in the picture, you can see that she was born with a specific type of nose.
It has a large nose tip, with a deep groove running down the center. Additionally,
the nose somewhat turns down. The meaning of those three things--in simplified
terms-- is that she is good with finances, needs to feel impassioned about her
work, and is rather skeptical by nature. Looking at her nose after the rhinoplasty,
one can see that it is much smaller in overall size. The nose is said to correlate
with the decade of one's 40's. If you diminish it, you also diminish the impact that
the 40's was meant to have in store for you. But aside from making her nose
smaller, she also reshaped her nose. She eliminated her bulbous nose tip, and in
turn, may have also lost her good financial sense. And now that she no longer
has a groove at her nose tip, she may be able to work at jobs that she doesn't
emotionally connect with. And finally, because her nose now angles up at the end,
she may become more gullible and trusting by nature. There are consequences
to all changes that we make on our faces--some are good and some are
challenging. The question you have to ask yourself is if you will align with what
your face will broadcast after going under the knife.

Face Reading Parties!
Are you interested in hosting a memorable party
for your friends, family, and/or co-workers? I love
bringing this work to groups of people in a lively
atmosphere. For the price of $10 per person, I
give a short presentation about the key concepts
of face reading, and then I do mini-sessions for each participant. Every person
leaves with a hand-written card detailing their five most prominent facial features
and their meanings. This makes for a wonderful keepsake of a memorable,
meaningful, and fun experience. I live in Putnam County, NY and am willing to
travel throughout Putnam, Westchester, and Dutchess counties in NY and
Fairfield County in CT. Please contact me for more information at
elaine@everydayfacereading.com

Elaine Gartner is a certified face reader who has studied and practiced
physiognomy, both Eastern and Western, for over fifteen years. Please visit
www.everydayfacereading.com to learn more.
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